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I. Introduction
The Navier Stokes Multi Block solver NSMB was initially developed in 1992 at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (EPFL) in Lausanne, and from 1993 onwards in the NSMB consortium composed of different
universities, research establishments and industries. Today NSMB is developed by IMF-Toulouse (IMFT),
ICUBE (Strasbourg), University of Munchen (TUM, Germany), University of the Army in Munchen, Ecole
Polytechnique Montreal, Airbus Defence and Space, RUAG Aviation and CFS Engineering.
At the Aerospace Sciences Meeting in 1998 an overview of the developments of NSMB was given1 . Since
then various papers have been published on NSMB, examples are2–9 .
This paper will present several recent developments of NSMB and the use of NSMB for industrial test
cases.
II. The NSMB solver
NSMB is a parallelized compressible Navier-Stokes Multi Block solver. NSMB includes a wide variety of
numerical schemes, among them explicit (Runge-Kutta schemes) and implicit (LU-SGS) schemes for steady
and unsteady simulations on fixed or moving grids (ALE, Re-meshing, Fluid Structure Interaction, ..). Space
discretization schemes include 2nd and 4th order central schemes with artificial dissipation and several upwind
schemes (Roe, AUSM, Van Leer ...) ranging from 1st to 5th order. Multigrid and full-multi grid are available
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to accelerate convergence to steady state. Dual time stepping is employed for unsteady simulations. Several
pre-conditioning methods for low Mach number flows have been implemented, and for incompressible flows
both the Artificial Compressibility method or a fully colocated SIMPLE scheme can be used. Many well
validated turbulence models (0 to 5 equations) have been implemented, as well as Hybrid RANS-LES, LES
models and a transition model. NSMB is also employed for hypersonic applications, and includes several
levels of chemistry modeling for air, CO2 and N2, more details are given in this paper. To simplify the
grid generation for complex geometries NSMB uses the so-called fully patch grid approach and it is not
needed that grid lines are continous across block interfaces. A futher simplification of the grid generation
for complex geometries and in particular for moving components is the chimera approach discussed in more
detail in this paper. The next sections briefly summarize recent developments of NSMB.
III. The Chimera method
One of the important elements in CFD simulations is the spatial discretization. This is not a problem
for a simple and static geometry, but it becomes a major issue when the geometry is complex and contains
moving parts, and this is especially the case when using structured grids. In this case, the grid generation
is the limiting factor for the simulations. To overcome this problem, several solutions have been proposed
like the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM), Volume Of Fluid (VOF) or Chimera methods. The last one,
chimera method (also called overset grid method) appears increasingly for complex research applications and
more and more for large industrial applications.
The Chimera method was initially proposed by Benek et al.10 and the method was subsequently improved
and employed for many cases (11–22). Its principle is to decompose the complex full domain into simple sub-
domains independently meshed by curvilinear grids. The only constraint is a superposition of grids. Besides
simplifying the mesh generation, this technique offers also a powerful solution to manage moving bodies.
The chimera processus has been summarized for structured grids by Meakin.20 The process of chimera
method can be divided into four main steps like described by Landmann23 (fig. 1):
• 1st step : Detection of overlapped cells. This process consists in finding which cells are overlapped
by other cells. The test is based only on the coordinates of the cells.
• 2nd step : Determination of the overlapped cell status. Three kinds of overlapped cells exists23 :
a) Interpolated cells : the flow data are obtained by interpolation from other overlapping grids.
b) Calculated cells : the values come from the solution of the equations governing the flow.
c) Hole cells (or blanked/masked cells) : the values of this kind of cells are never used in the discreti-
sation schemes or overlapped boundary conditions and they are not interpolated nor calculated.
• 3rd step : Calculation of the interpolations parameters. In this step, the donor cells and the associated
weights that compose the interpolation are evaluated for each valid overlapped cell.
• 4th step : Calculation of the interpolation values.
A three-dimensional structured multi-block chimera method has been implemented in NSMB in order to
simulate initially the free falling sphere in a tube. The developped chimera method is fully automatic with
few, if not none, of user input and pre-processing and described in the following sub-sections.
III.A. Detection of overlapped cells
The search of overlapped cells is based on a test of inclusion on the coordinates. In order to accelerate the
search, the mapping of coordinates in a virtual uniform Cartesian grid is performed. This method is well
known as the bucket method .24–26 An inverse mapping algorithm creates an index array that link virtual
grid to the real coordinates. The search begins on the virtual grid and it continues on the physical associated
grid points. The creation of link array is time consuming but the gain in the search time is significant (at
least a factor 20).
This algorithm is well known but the number of the virtual cells (Nv) is a parameter not clearly defined.
A simple test is performed in order to determinate the optimum value of Nv in function of the number of real
coordinates N . We consider two uniform three-dimensional Cartesian grids (Nx = Ny = Nz = N = 128)
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Figure 1: Main steps of the chimera method.
overlapping entire the cube 1x1x1 domain. Identical results were obtained on a coarser and a finer grid. The
cpu-time is determined for range 1 ≤ Nv ≤ 256. In addition to the compromise between cpu-time decrease
for virtual grid creation and cpu-time increase for searching the overset, the size required by the link array
must be taken into account. The results, represented in figure 2, show that the optimum value for the virtual
cell number Nv is the half of the number of physical coordinates N .The same test is performed for a grid
with tangent hyperbolic distribution and, in this case, the optimum value correspond to N .
Figure 2: Representation of the cpu-time used for the indexation of real coordinates in virtual grid, cpu-time
for searching overset and the size of the index between both grids versus the number of virtual box Nv in
one direction.
Another issue concerns the points that are inside a solid body. In this case, the cells are not detected as
overlapped cells. To remove these cells, three methods are implemented. For simple cases (cylinder, sphere,
channel) an analytical function is used. This solution is the quickest but the least flexible. For general cases,
a second method is implemented using the closest wall. The dot product of the vector from the nearest wall
cell center to cell center and the vector of the associated wall normal vector is calculated. If the dot product
is negative the cell is in the solid region. This method requires the knowledge of the closest wall point and it
is CPU time consumption. For the configuration of a sphere in a tube, having 6 millions of cells and 65 000
wall cells, the second method is 30 times more expensive than the first one. A third method are implemented
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to combine the rapidity and the flexibility of the both methods. The solution take a simple way : if the issue
is the absence of solid volume, the addition of solid discretisation solves the problem. The figure 3 illustrates
the concept by representing the added solid mesh associated to the slap of a high lift profil (MDA 30P-30N).
The solid mesh fits the fluid mesh to share the same wall distribution but it requires any precaution as skew
or size ratio. The detection follows the same process than for a fluid overlap. To simplify the storage and
the reading, the solid grids are in the same format than the fluid mesh (structured defiinition). This third
approach of solid detection gathers simplicity, rapidity and accuracy.
Figure 3: Scheme of the solid detection by added solid mesh for a high lift configuration, with the slat solid
mesh and the fluid around the main profil (left) and the cells labeled as inside solid of the fluid mesh (right).
III.B. Determination of the type of overlapped cells
The second step of the chimera method is to define the type of the overlapped cells (calculated, interpolated,
hole). In this step, among several overlapped cell, the best candidate to predict the flow state (calculated cell)
and to give the flow solution to the other cells (interpolated cells) is determined. The criterion that justifies
the choice is based on the best resolution of the physical problem. Four techniques are distinghuished, based
on the criteria associated to the following quantities : user-defined grid ranking, user-defined cell quality,
cell size and cell size in the wall-normal direction.
For a simple overset, the definition on an overlapped hierarchy of each block is enough for the cell type
selection. All the cells of the highest ranking of the grid are defined as calculated cells. This solution is
simple and fast but not suitable for complex overlapped layers where the definition of chimera grid ranking
by the user is then needed. Based on the fact that the cell size is a criterion indicating the best discretization,
Siikonen et al.26 or Liao et al.27 justify this choice by assigning the calculated cells type to the smallest
ones. This criterion is locally adapted, automatic and requires no user input. A third criterion is added to
the previous one and based on a user-defined cell quality. This way the user can force a specific kind of cell
(calculated or interpolated) by associating to this cell a high quality value. This technique can force cell
type by protecting or immunizing cells but the user input is binding and does not follow the grid movement.
The cell size in the wall-normal direction was introduced by Landmann.23 The selection use the intersection
segment between normal nearest wall and cell boundary. This technique is fully automatic and it is based
on an important physical quality : the boundary layer. This test requires to search for the nearest wall
and to calculate the intersection for each cell. In order to find a lighter, accurate and automatic criterion,
we developed a similar criterion based on the distance of a cell to the nearest local wall. The nearest
local wall is the wall in the same block where the cell is defined (figure 4 (left)). With this criterion, the
overlapped cell with the smallest local near wall distance is calculated and the others are interpolated. This
approach guarantees the resolution of Navier-Stokes equations in the nearest wall region and consequently
each boundary layer is accurately computed. Moreover, this technique is based on the local wall distance
and this quantity does not change with a moving grid (an update is however needed for deforming grids)
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whereas the criterion based on the wall normal intersection need an update after each grid movement.
Mesh 1 Mesh 2
C1
Global nearest wall distanceLocal nearest wall distance
Figure 4: Left : Definition of local nearest wall distance and global nearest wall distance for the cell C1 of
the mesh 1 in the configuration of two overlapped polar meshes; Right : Flow structure of the free falling of
a sphere in a tube.
In the case of the sphere in a circular tube, the criterion based on the cell size complicates the generation
of the mesh. The same problem may be encountered in the configuration of a sphere near a plane wall. The
cell aspect ratio of the near wall mesh is not the same as that of the spherical wall mesh and the cell volume
is very difficult to control. In our case of a sphere in a tube with a cylindrical grid overlapped by a spherical
grid, the criterion based on the volume does not give a proper solution. The new criterion based on the local
near wall distance give the best answer. The figure 5 represents the visualization of the calculated cells in
the 3 planes crossing the sphere center for the both cases.
III.C. Buffer and hole cells
The next step is the addition of a buffer layer. The buffer cells are in between interpolated and calculated cells.
Their role is to move away the interpolation communications and thereby to avoid implicit interpolation.
An implicit interpolation is an interpolation that uses an interpolated cell as a donor cell. The more the
interpolation needs a large number of donor cells, the more the buffer layer needs to be wide. The importance
of wide overset is admitted and described in several papers.28,29 The set-up of the buffer layer is implemented
with an user-input. The user give a fixed number of layer and the algorithm changes the type of the cell
from interpolated to calculated over this layer.
The last type of possible cells is the hole cell. This kind of cell is a non-necessary cell and it concerns
interpolated cells. This cell does not appear in any discretization schemes. In order to save computation
time, the interpolation process is avoided for this cell. After the buffer layers, a user-input imposes a number
of interpolated cells in the hole region. These new cells are considered as ghost-cells. The minimum number
of ghost-cells is two because the numerical schemes used in NSMB require two neighbor cells (for most
simulations a fourth order central scheme with artificial dissipation was used).
III.D. The interpolation
The interpolation is a key element of the chimera method. It allows the passage of flow information between
overlapped grids and it creates the link. The influence of interpolation has already been investigated in several
studies (Delfs,30 Sherer & Scott31 and Sengupta et al.32). The simplest treatment of an interface consists in
the interpolation of all state variables.10,15,33–35 However, this approach does not guarantee the global mass
conservation as explained by Wang et al.36 Some studies found a solution to ensure the global conservation
for compressible flows37 or for incompressible flows (Wright and Shyy38 or Tang et al.39) with a correction
of interpolated values. The accuracy of interpolation is important and different schemes of interpolation are
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Figure 5: Visualization of the calculated cells for the chimera cell selection before cell selection (1st row),
using cell volume criterion (2nd row) and using the nearest local wall distance criterion (3rd row) for the
cross section of the tube (1st line), the streamwise plane in the symmetric plane (2nd line) and streamwise
plane perpendicular to the symmetric plane (3rd line)
used : interpolation based on Lagrange polynomials,29,31,32,40,41 trilinear interpolation,39,42–44 quadratic
interpolation45 or tetravolumic interpolation.26,46
The interpolation scheme depends on the physical problem and the overset width. A highly-accurate
interpolation needs many donor cells and it requires a wide overset. In our case of the sphere in a circular
pipe, the gap between the sphere wall and tube wall does not provide a wide overset nor a large stencil of
donor cells. For this reason, we chose some interpolation that use a low number of donor cells. The choice
focus itself on the trilinear, tetravolumic and weighted inverse distance interpolations.
The inverse distance weighted interpolation is based on the distance between the points. The implemen-
tation is simple and its advantage is the flexibility of the stencil of points. The formula used is given by the
following relation :
fM =
∑N
i=1
fi
dαi∑N
i=1
1
dαi
(1)
where N is the number of the stencil points, fi the value at the point i, α is the weighting exponent (in our
case equal to 2) and di is the distance from the stencil point i to the interpolation point M .
The second interpolation is the tetravolumic interpolation based on the tetrahedral volumes composed
between the four nearest cells. The interpolation weights are given by the opposite tetrahedral volume :
fM =
∑
i=A,B,CWifi
with WA =
VBCM
VABC
,WB =
VACM
VABC
and WC =
VABM
VABC
with W the weight of the interpolation and VACM the volume of the triangle (ABC). In three dimensions,
the triangle volume is replaced by the tetrahedral volume.
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The third interpolation is the trilinear one. We use a trilinear interpolation based on a linear interpolation
on each direction. In two-dimensional example of the figure 6, the first linear interpolation yields the values fQ
and fP then a second linear interpolation provides fM . In three-dimensions, three steps of linear interpolation
are required.
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Figure 6: Tetra-volumic (left) and tri-linear interpolation (right) interpolation schemes.
The developed algorithms were inserted in the E´cole Polytechnique de Montre´al 2D RANS code NSCODE.
Verification of the interpolation schemes were made in Pigeon47 and the methods robustness was shown for
a multi-element airfoil slat/gap optimization problem.48
III.E. Application of the chimera method
The method described in the previous paragraph was validated using three different test cases : the simulation
of flow around a sphere in an infinty domain, a flow around a sphere translating uniformly along a flat wall,
and finally a sphere falling freely in a tube filled with a Newtonian fluid at rest. With each test case the
complexity rises, so one part of a single flow, then an interaction between two walls defined by two independent
chimera meshes, and finally the case of an interaction fluid / solid of a free falling body represented by on
overset grid. These test cases were also selected for the availability of numerical or/and experimental results
for comparison.
III.E.1. Flow past a sphere
The flow around a sphere is the topic of large number of experimental studies and numerical studies.49–55
The flow state is well known and clearly defined by a single parameter, the Reynolds number (Re = Ud/ν,
with U the freestream velocity, d the diameter of the sphere and ν the kinetic viscosity). For low Reynolds
number (Re < 212) the flow is steady and axisymmetric, then for Re > 212 the axisymmetry is broken
into a steady non-axisymmetric flow and the Hopf bifurcation appears at Re = 273 when the flow becomes
unsteady with horse-shoe vortex shedding.
This case test is the first step of the validation and it demonstrates the ability and the accuracy of
the chimera method for a simple three dimensional computation largely referenced. The simulations are
performed by two set of grids : an chimera grid composed of a cartesian background grid overlapped by a
spherical classical body-fitted mesh.
The representation of the isolines of streamwise velocity in the streamwise plane (figure 7) shows the wake
behind the sphere with a recirculation. The shape of the vortex is a torus like described in the literature
(Johnson et al.53 for example). The dashed line on the figure 7 represents the external border of the spherical
grid. The flow information crosses correctly this overset border.
The comparison of the results with results from literature is based on three physical quantities : the
drag coefficient (CD), the recirculation length (L) and the separation angle (θ). For this range of Reynolds
numbers, the flow is axisymmetric and the lift force is zero. Comparing the drag coefficients with the results
of Bouchet et al.52 shows a good agreement, differences do not exceed 0.52% and this demonstrates the
good resolution of the overlapped grids. The shape descriptions (L and θ) are in good agreement with the
literature results and are shown in Fig. 8. The results are compared with datas obtained by experimental
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Figure 7: Isovalues of the streamwise velocity component (left) and the streamlines (right).
studies (Taneda,49 Nakamura56 and Roos & Willmarth57) and by numerical studies (Tomboulides et al.,55
Mittal,58 Bagchi & Balachandar59 and Bouchet et al.52).
Figure 8: Drag coefficient CD, recirculation length (L/d) and separated angle versus Reynolds number for
the flow past a sphere and 50 ≤ Re ≤ 200.
III.E.2. Flow around a sphere translating along a plane wall
To complete the validation of the three-dimensional chimera method, we consider a configuration with an
interaction between two walls yielding a border of overlapping.We simulate the flow past a sphere in a
uniform translation parallel to a plane wall. This configuration has been previously simulated by Zeng et
al.60 The parameters for this configuration are the distance between the sphere center and the wall (L/d)
and the Reynolds number Re = U.d/ν, with U the velocity of the sphere translation and ν the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid. The geometry is meshed with a Cartesian grid, which is refined along the plane wall,
and a spherical grid which is refined near the sphere wall. The criterion for chimera cell selection is based on
the definition of a boundary layer for the background grid where the cells are always calculated. Elsewhere
the cells of spherical mesh are calculated. The motion of the sphere is implemented with the wall condition
of the plate and using an inlet boundary condition. The mesh for parallel simulations is decomposed into 32
sub-blocks. The range of the Reynolds number is 10 ≤ Re ≤ 250 and the studied distance is L/d = 1 and
L/d = 0.75.
The presence of the plane wall breaks the axisymmetric geometry and for all Reynolds numbers a lift
force exists. Two mechanisms are the source of this force. The first is linked to the strong interaction
between the wall and the wake of the sphere. Figure 9 shows the isovalues of the streamwise velocity in the
wall normal plane for the case Re = 200 and L/d = 1.00. The distribution of the flow shows that the up/top
asymmetric has been lossed, resulting in a lift force directed away from the wall. The second mechanism is
linked to the high velocity in the gap associated to a low pressure. This behavior gives a force with opposite
direction (attractive force) to the first mechanism. The resultant force tends to push the sphere away from
the wall. The streamlines plotted along the streamwise wall normal plane (figure 10) represents the vortex
structure for Re = 200 and L/d = 0.75. The same case performed by Zeng et al.60 is plotted below our
results for comparison (Fig. 10). The overset border is not visible in the results, proving that the chimera
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implementation is correct.
Figure 9: Isovalues of the streamwise velocity in the plane normal to the wall (-0.3 to 1.1 with a increment
of 0.2)
The results of the aerodynamic coefficients are in close agreement with those reported by Zeng et al,60
differences are below 1%, see Fig. 10.
Figure 10: The drag and lift coefficient for L/d = 1.00 and versus Reynolds numbers and b,c) streamlines
in the plane normal to the wall for the case Re = 200, L/d = 0.75 for the present study (left) and extract to
Zeng et al.60 (right)
III.E.3. Falling bodies
Examples of the use of the Chimera method is the study of the transition to chaos of a sphere falling
into a tube and the apex cover separation process for the Advanced Re-entry Vehicle (ARV). Deloze et al8
studied the transition scenario of the freely falling sphere confined in a tube. The primary bifurcation lies
between G = 150 and 160 (G being the Galileo number defined as G =
√
|ρs/ρ−1|gd3
ν . The axisymmetry
breaking arising in the wake generates a steady lift and the sphere is also exposed to the repulsive wakewall
interaction. No stable state corresponding to static equilibrium of the lift and repulsion from the wall were
found. Instead, the sphere tends to oscillate in a plane before switching to a helical trajectory. The latter
presents the counterpart of the steady oblique trajectory of an unconfined sphere. The unconfined sphere
undergoes a secondary instability at about G = 190. This instability leads to an unsteady periodic regime
and to a chaotic trajectory (figure 4(right)).
The ARV was an ESA funded study for a both a cargo and crew transportation system to service the
International Space Station (ISS). The project was abandoned in 2012. The ARV geometry is a blunt axi-
symmetrical capsule similar to the ARD (Advanced Re-entry Demonstrator) flown by ESA in 1998. The
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ARV-APEX cover is extracted from the module by two drogue parachutes that are modelled through forces
acting on the APEX cover. The unsteady 6DOF CFD simulations were made using the chimera method on
three different grids:
• a back ground mesh that is fixed in time;
• a mesh around the ARV capsule that moves in time following a prescribed initial velocity;
• a mesh around the ARV cover that moves in time using the the prescribed forces from the two drogue
parachutes together with the aerodynamic forces acting on the cover.
Figure 11 shows a picture of these three chimera grids. The main question to be answered in these
simulation was whether the separation process could lead to dynamic instabilities. Figure 12 shows the
velocity field around the ARV and the APEX cover at four different instances in time, and one can observe
the movement of the APEX cover due to the wake of the capsule.
Figure 11: Chimera grid used in the ARV APEX cover separation simulations.
Figure 12: Velocity field around the ARV and APEX cover at t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 secs.
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IV. Turbulence modelling
IV.A. Current modelling in NSMB
The NSMB solver contains a large variety of turbulence modelling closures including LES, RANS, URANS
and hybrid RANS-LES approaches. In the context of RANS-URANS, NSMB includes standard one-equation
modelling as for example the Spalart-Allmaras61 and its variants for improved near-wall treatment (Edwards
and Chandra62) and compressibility corrections of Secundov (Shur et al63 , Spalart64), two-equation mod-
elling including the k − ε and its various low-Reynolds number versions (example: the Chien modelling65),
the k − ω modelling of Wilcox66 and the k − ω − SST 67 , as well as non-linear models among which the
Abe, Jang and Leschziner68 and the DRSM (Differential Reynolds Stress Modelling) of Launder, Reece anf
Rodi69 and its low-Reynolds number version by Shima et al70 , as well as the SSG (Speziale, Gatski, Sarkar)
modelling71 . A specific attention has been paid in order to better capture non-equilibrium turbulence ef-
fects in high Reynolds number flows around bodies, where LES approaches are quite costly. NSMB involves
the SAS-Scale Adaptive Simulation72 and the OES - Organized Eddy Simulation modelling73–75 including
a tensorial eddy-viscosity concept derived from DRSM and able to account for near-wall turbulence stress
anisotropy. OES modelling is particularly efficient in predicting the dynamics of unsteady coherent struc-
tures developing from the near-wall region and convected in the wake and ensures an improved prediction
of the aerodynamic/hydrodynamic forces and of their fluctuations. Moreover, NSMB includes various hy-
brid RANS-LES methods, in order to take benefit from advanced URANS in the near-region and of LES
in the outer region characterized by convected vortex dynamics farther from the wall. In this context, the
DES (Detached Eddy Simulation76), DDES (Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation77) and IDDES (Improved
Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation78) approaches have been implemented. An example of DDES around a
supercritical wing using NSMB can be found in the AIAA paper by Grossi et al79 , in the context of the
European research program ATAAC, Advanced Turbulence simulations for aerodynamic application chal-
lenges, http://cfd.mace.manchester.ac.uk/twiki/bin/view/ATAAC/WebHome. A considerable improvement
of the detached eddy simulation has been accomplished within NSMB by implementing the OES modelling
in the URANS part of the DES and DDES in case of fixed and moving bodies including fluid-structure in-
teraction7,80 . The DDES-OES modelling has been coupled with the ALE - Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
Method81 accounting for mesh movement and deformation during the fluid-structure interaction process
for moving/deforming configurations. The DDES-OES modelling has been also successfully applied in the
simulation of the transonic buffet around supercritical wings in collaboration with Dassault Aviation in the
context of the TFAST European research program, Transition location effect on shock wave boundary layer
interaction, http://tfast.eu/ , (Szubert et al82), where in addition, the transition location effect upstream of
the shock-boundary layer interaction has been studied and an optimisation of its position has been achieved
by means of kriging method. These recent developments have been able to capture the fluid-elastic instability
leading to flutter in a cylinders bundle at high Reynolds number, (Shinde et al,7 figures ?? and 13 left) as
well as to predict the forces fluctuations around a wing of type Airbus A3xx in the context of the Smart
Morphing Center activities, www.smartwing.org, in collaboration with Airbus - Emerging technologies and
Concepts, Zilli, 2015.83
Among recent developments in turbulence modelling available in NSMB, a considerable effort has been
paid in the development of stochastic forcing in the context of upscale turbulence modelling in order to
enhance an eddy-blocking effect between the separated shear layers , by means of re-injection of turbulence
from higher-order POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) modes (Szubert et al84) - the IOES (Improved
OES) approach. This method, inspired from inverse turbulence cascade and upscale turbulence modelling
(Hunt et al85) produces a thinning of the shear layers and a reduction of the wakes width with considerable
improvement of the wall pressure prediction and of the aerodynamic forces (Szubert et al84). The OES
method has been successfully applied in the case of the Dassault Aviation V2C wing (TFAST European
program), in comparison with the DDES method (Szubert et al82), where a considerable improvement of the
forces and suction effect has been achieved. A view of the POD modes used for the stochastic forcing in the
V2C transonic buffet case are presented in the figure 14.
Moreover, a specific attention has been paid in implementing transition modelling in NSMB, in the context
of the PhD thesis of Damien Szubert (Szubert, 201586). The γ − Rθ transition modelling of Langtry and
Menter87 has been implemented and led to simulation of transonic buffet around the V2C - 3D configuration
within the TFAST project (figure 13 right).
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IV.B. Simulations of turbulent flows
The following results concern the recent developments in turbulence modelling within NSMB. The DDES-
OES modelling has been employed in a tandem of cylinders configuration for the prediction of the aerody-
namic forces, predominant frequencies associated with landing gear noise, as well as the MIV - Movement
Induced Vibration developing by the downstream cylinder due to the shearing mechanism created by the
upstream cylinder at Reynolds numbers in the range 100 000 - 170 000. An analysis of the flow dynamics for
the static configuration can be found in an experimental study of Elhimer et al88 by means of Time-Resolved
PIV carried out in the S4 wind tunnel of IMFT.
The mesh used is of 12 M and was provided by NTS - St Petersbourg in the context of the ATAAC EU-
program. Figure 15 shows instantaneous vorticity fields colored by pressure, at organized large wavelength.
The spectra in figure 16 show the development of the von Ka´rma´n mode and of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
vortices mode in comparison with experiments by Jenkins et al89 . Figure 16 (left) shows the turbulence
structure developed after free vertical vibration (in the direction of lift force), spontaneously developed
by the downstream cylinder allowed for one-degree-of-freedom vibration, when the reduced velocity (u∗ =
Uinf/(f0 D)) becomes higher than 3, Uinf being the upstream velocity and f0 the structural eigenfrequency.
The simulations have been carried out for a Scruton number (mass-damping) of 1. Figure 16 (right) shows
the progressive amplification towards negative damping (i.e. flutter) of the downstream cylinder’s motion,
as the reduced velocity increases. This evolution also shows the progressive increase of the phase-lag as
the fluid-structure interaction regime leaves out the VIV (Vortex Induced Vibration and enters to MIV
(Movement Induced Vibration) behaviour for reduced velocities higher than 3.
Figure 13: Left : Development of vibratory instability and flutter as the reduced velocity increases; Right
: λ2 criteria colored by µt/µ of the flow around the Dassault Aviation V2C 3D wing, M = 0.70, Reynolds
around 4.106 and α = 7o.
Figure 18 shows the prediction of oblique choc reflexion over a boundary layer, according to the TFAST
test-case measured by Technical University of Delft. The mesh is of 30 M points and a first overview of the
computations can be found in the CTR Biannual report of 2014 by Szubert et al90 in collaboration with the
group of Prof. P. Moin.
Figure 14: POD reconstructed instantaneous turbulent velocity fields of the flow around the Dassault Avia-
tion V2C aifoil, M = 0.70, Re = 3.245 106 and α = 6o, DDES-kω SST.
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Figure 15: Simulation of the turbulent flow around a tandem of cylinders at Reynolds number 160, 000 and
centers distance 3.75 D. Illustration of turbulent motion development and of streamwise vorticity filaments
formation (blue structures) arranged spanwisely periodic, according to a large-scale wavelength, (Test-case
of the ATAAC European program).
Figure 16: Power Spectral Density of the wall pressure at four points located at θ = ±45o on the cylinders
surface and comparison of normalised spectral density with experimens by Jenkins et al89 .
V. Icing modelling
In-flight aircraft icing is a main research area within the aeronautic community. Ice accretion mostly
results in severe aerodynamic degradation and is the major cause of flight incidents. Because of the rigorous
certification process and since all configurations cannot be experimentally tested, aircraft in-flight icing must
be simulated via computational fluid dynamics.
By impacting on aircraft structures, the supercooled water droplets carried by air can immediately freeze
upon impact or flow as a water film depending on the surface temperature. Two main types of ice known as
rime ice and glaze ice are formed depending on the environmental conditions.
The dry rime ice usually forms at low flow speeds and low flow temperatures when the entire droplet
freezes at its impact location. Higher flow temperatures and flow speeds induce the formation of wet glaze
ice. In that situation a fraction of the droplet freezes at impact point and the other portion flows as a thin
water film runback and freezes downstream. The modification of the geometry due to icing results in large
aerodynamic degradation.
Ice accretion codes used by industries are commonly based on a 2D inviscid panel method for the flow
simulation, a boundary layer method based on empirical relations for the heat transfer coefficient evaluation,
a Lagrangian formulation to simulate the droplet trajectories and the so-called Messinger model to predict
the ice thickness. A better accuracy can be obtained by repeating this one-way coupling process until the
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Figure 17: Evolution of the downstream cylinders position as a function of time for increasing reduced
velocity and Scruton number of 1. Progressive appearance of phase-lag characterizing the MIV behaviour
and negative damping.
Figure 18: Oblique shock interaction, upstream Mach number 1.7 and Reynolds number of 36 M. IDDES and
DDES computations using the Spalart-Allmaras model. Comparison of the boundary layer shape factor with
PIV experiments of the Technical University of Delft (R. Giepman, F. Schrijer and B. van Oudheusden).
desired exposure time (multi-step approach).91
In NSMB, the supercooled water droplets field and impingement locations are obtained by means of an
Eulerian approach similarly to FENSAP-ICE92 and ONICE3D.93 The ice thickness is calculated by resolving
the Shallow Water Icing Model (SWIM) for three-dimensional and multi-block ice accretion simulations.92
A Mesh deformation is used to track the ice/air interface through time for multi-steps calculations. These
approaches allows a seamless integration to Navier-Stokes solver as the entire process is computed on the
same mesh used for the fluid computation and parallelized with Message Passing Interface for complex
multi-block configurations.
V.A. Modelling of Droplet Field
An Eulerian approach is developed for modelling droplet trajectories and impingement on a solid structure.
The Eulerian model solves a droplet velocity field and a volume fraction distribution in the whole compu-
tational domain. Droplets are considered spherical and not to be subject to deformation or breaking. The
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droplet phase is sufficiently diluted to neglect interactions between droplets. Temperature of the droplet
phase is set to be constant and equal to free-stream temperature, heat transfer with the surrounding air is
neglected. The only forces acting on droplets are drag, gravity and buoyancy.
The governing equations (which correspond to an Eulerian formulation of a Lagrangian transport of
particles) for the conservation of mass and momentum of the droplets are written as follows94 :
{
∂α
∂t +∇.(αu) = 0
∂αu
∂t +∇. (αu⊗ u) = αCDRed24K (ua − u) + α
(
1− ρaρ
)
1
Fr2 g
(2)
α is defined as the non-dimensionalized volume fraction of water and u the non-dimensionalized velocity
field of droplets. ua is the non-dimensionalized velocity of air, ρ the density of water, ρa the density of
air, g the gravity vector. Fr = U∞
√
(Lg) is the Froude number, U∞ the freestream velocity of air, L the
characteristic length (typically the airfoil chord length), K = ρdU∞/18Lµ is an inertia parameter and µ the
dynamic viscosity of air. d is the median diameter of the droplets. The first term on the right-hand-side
of the momentum equation accounts for the drag acting on the droplet or particle based on low-Reynolds
number behaviour for spheres. The droplets Reynolds number ( Red ) is defined based on the slip velocity
between the air and droplet and the droplet diameter.
Red =
ρd|ua − u|U∞
µ
(3)
The drag coefficient of the droplets Cd is given by :
Cd =
0.44
Red
, if Red > 1000
Cd =
24
Red
, if Red < 0.1
Cd =
24×(1+0.15×Re0.657d )
Red
(4)
A third order upwind scheme is used and the implicit droplet equations are solved with a BiCGSTAB
algorithm. The freestream values of droplet velocity and volume fraction are imposed as boundary conditions
at the far field. A switching boundary condition is applied at the wall : Neumann when the incoming droplet
flux is positive and Dirichlet otherwise. Finally the collection efficiency coefficient that characterizes the
configuration’s ability to capture incoming water droplets on the solid surfaces is defined as :
β = αu.n (5)
V.B. Modelling of Ice Thickness
To calculate the properties of the ice and the liquid water film on the solid wall the mass and energy
conservations are solved. The input to the equations are the wall shear stress τwall and the heat transfer
coefficient hc obtained by the flow solver and the collection efficiency β and the droplet velocity field u
computed by the droplet module. The Shallow Water Icing Model icing model (SWIM) implemented is
based on the Messinger model (95). The Mass and energy conservation equations are solved for each wall
cell. Radiation is neglected in the energy conservation equation as it mostly accounts for a low contribution.
The system of equation writes :
∂ρwh
∂t
+∇.(ρwu¯fh) = m˙imp − m˙evap − m˙ice
∂ρwCwhT
∂t
+∇.(ρwCwu¯fhT ) = q˙imp − q˙evp − q˙ice − q˙cnv
(6)
h is the water film height, ρw the water density, Cw the specific heat of water, T the surface temperature in
Celsius, m˙evp the mass rate of evaporation, m˙imp the impinging mass rate of water droplets and m˙ice the
resultant mass rate of ice accretion. q˙imp is the heat rate of impacting droplets, q˙evp the evaporating heat
rate and q˙ice the heat rate of freezing water. The main contribution comes from the heat convection term
q˙cnv.
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The impinging mass rate contribution writes m˙imp = LWC. V∞. β and the evaporating mass rates m˙evp
are determined by a parametric model developed by Kreith et al.96
The heat rate contributions are : 
q˙imp = m˙imp
(
CwT∞ +
|u|2
2
)
q˙evp = m˙evp
(
Le+Ls
2
)
q˙ice = m˙ice (CiT − Lf )
q˙cnv = hc(T − T∞).
(7)
Ci is the specific heat of ice, Le is the latent heat of evaporation, Ls is the latent heat of sublimation
and Lf is the latent heat of fusion.
u¯f is defined as the mean velocity of the water film and writes
92 :
u¯f (x) =
h
2µw
τwall(x), (8)
with τwall the wall shear stress, x the wall surfaces coordinates and µw is the viscosity of water.
To insure a physical solution and close the system, the following compatibility relations must be verified92
: 
h ≥ 0,
m˙ice ≥ 0,
hT ≥ 0,
m˙iceT ≤ 0.
(9)
The heat transfer coefficient is a key parameter in icing simulations. In NSMB, this coefficient is evaluated
from the heat fluxes qwall by imposing a constant wall temperature Twall. The analytical definition of the
heat transfer coefficient writes :
hc =
qwall
T∞ − Twall . (10)
The heat transfer coefficient is highly dependent to the chosen roughness parameter. As a first approx-
imation, the constant equivalent sand grain roughness parameter used in this paper is determined by the
correlation from Shin and Bond.97
The convective terms of the Eq. 6 are discretized via finite volume method with a first order Roe scheme.
The system of two equations is solved explicitly in time via a Runge-Kutta scheme and is parallelized with
MPI.
V.C. Results
Rime icing is simulated on a NACA23012 airfoil and compared with experimental result from Broeren et
al.98 The O-grid mesh is generated by NS-GRID software presently developed by Ecole Polytechnique de
Montreal. NS-GRID is an elliptic smoothing mesh generation code that control orthogonality, skewness and
spacings via control functions.91 The NACA23012 mesh has a chord of c = 1.828m and contains 512× 256
cells divided into two blocks with a farfield extended to 50 chords.
The parameters of the simulations are an angle of attack of 2.0◦, the Mach number is Ma = 0.24, the
Reynolds number is Re = 12.60 × 106, the freestream temperature is T = 247.85K, the median droplet
diameter is d = 30µm, the liquid water content is LWC∞ = 0.55g/m3 and the total icing time is 600s. Vi-
sualization of Liquid Water Content distribution is shown in Fig. 19. Ice shape obtained after a single icing
step are compared with experimental results in Fig. 20. The simulated ice shape is in excellent agreement
with experimental data. One should not that taking into account a droplet size distribution to simulate the
water droplet spray should provide even more precise results on the upper impingement limit where a slight
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underestimation of the ice thickness is observed.
Glaze icing is simulated on a two-dimensional NACA0012 airfoil and compared with NASA LEWICE2D99
and the experimental data available.100 The NACA0012 O-grid mesh was generated by NS-GRID and has
a chord of c = 0.5334m. The mesh contains 512 × 256 cells divided in two blocks. The constant sand
grain roughness used in the computation is set to ks = 0.55mm. Calculation is performed on two cores.
Impingement efficiency distribution curve along the airfoil surface is shown on Fig. 21. Compared to
LEWICE, present results showcase a slight higher value of the lower impingement limits. This observation
is in accordance with results of several studies of the Eulerian droplet model.94,101
The calculated glaze-type ice shape is generated with three icing steps and compared with available data
in Fig. 22. This test was repeated on a NACA00012 extruded mesh. Identical results were obtained along
wing span partially validating the three-dimensional implementation.
Figure 19: NACA23012 - Visualization of Liquid
Water Content.5
Figure 20: NACA23012 - Comparison of ice shape with
experimental data from,985
Figure 21: NACA00012 - Comparison of collection
efficiency with LEWICE on clean geometry.5
Figure 22: NACA00012 - Comparison of ice shape with
experimental data from.100
The last test case is a three-dimensional simulation performed on an ONERA-M6 swept wing. The 4
blocks mesh contains 884736 cells. The mean aerodynamic chord is c = 0.53m, the semi-span is b = 1m
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and the computational domain extends to 20× c. The flow is simulated at an angle of attack of 6◦, a Mach
number of M = 0.15, a Reynolds number of Re = 2.17× 106, a static temperature of T = 265K and with a
constant equivalent sand grain roughness number of ks = 0.55mm. The parameters of the water spray are
a mono-dispersed droplet diameter of d = 20µm and a liquid water content of LWC = 1.0g/m3. Icing is
simulated at a total time of t = 500s.
Figure 23: Collection efficiency on an ONERA M6 swept wing5
Impingement curves are plotted on three sections A, B & C respectively at 20%, 60% and 90% of span
length and compared with Lagrangian results from Sang et al.102 in Fig. 23. The present results show
a good agreement. The three-dimensional ice shape at exposure time t = 500s is represented in Fig. 24.
According to our knowledge there is unfortunately no experimental or numerical data regarding ice shapes
to compare with on this configuration.
VI. 2nd High Lift Prediction Workshop
NSMB was used to perform studies in the 2nd AIAA High Lift Prediction Workshop (HiLiftPW2) to
better understand the influence of the numerical schemes on numerical predictions.103 The model is the
DLR- F11 model (Figure 25), a semi-span three element high lift wing representative for a commercial
wide-body twin-jet.104
While all participants ran the mandatory test cases in RANS mode, NSMB was one of few that ran
URANS simulations. This allowed characterizing the flow in steady or unsteady states. In addition, emphasis
was placed on the study of effects of initial conditions on final solution.
The grid is the original 1-to-1 structured grid provided by the HiLiftPW-2 committee. Three grid sizes
are proposed: coarse, medium and fine with respectively 9.5, 32 and 101 million cells. Each grid level is
obtained by a uniform growth of around 1.5 time in each coordinate direction. The non-dimensional normal
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Figure 24: Icing on a ONERA M6 swept wing
Figure 25: DLR-F11 geometry.
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wall spacing of the first cell is 1.88 106, 1.29 106 and 0.83 106 respectively for the coarse, medium and fine
grid, and the farfield is located at around 100 reference chords.
NSMB settings were : second order central scheme for diusive terms, fourth order central scheme with
artficial dissipation of Jameson for convective terms. For unsteady calculations, a dual time stepping
scheme with backward second order interpolation is used. The system is solved with an implicit LU-SGS
(Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss Seidel) scheme with 100 inner iterations with 2 level multigrid. The non-
dimensionalized timestep was 0.06. Three variant of the fully turbulent Spalart-Allmaras turbulent model
are tested : the original Spalart-Allmaras and the Edwards and SALSA modifications.
Here, only results concerning the effect of initial conditions are discussed. The dataset is as listed in table
1, all referring to the medium mesh and using the steady solver with the SA-Edwards turbulence model.
Angle of attacks Initial conditions
20, 21, 22, 24 freestream
18.5, 19, 19.5, 20, 20.5, 21, 21.5, 22, 22.4, 23, 24 from alpha=16 deg
17, 18, 19, 20, 21 from alpha=alpha -1 deg
Table 1: Dataset for initial condition study.
The trend of the lift coefficient is plotted in figure 26 for the three initial conditions. The difference
between the initial conditions occurs only after α = 21o. After this angle-of-attack, the lift is overpredicted
with the results initialized from freestream, whereas the opposite occurs with the initial condition set at 16
degrees. The global trend of the lift differs from that observed in the experiment. The stall curve presents
a drought around 20 degrees before the maximum lift for all initial conditions. An examination of the wing
surface pressure distributions shows that this drought is related to the fuselage/wing junction. A linear eddy
viscosity model using the Boussinesq relation can be replaced by a nonlinear stress term like the Quadratic
Constitutive Relation (QCR), a scheme described by Spalart and applied to the HiLiftPW-2 by Pulliam &
Sclafani105 .
a) b)
Figure 26: Lift coefficient (a) and its amplitude (b) versus the angle of attack for several initial conditions.
VII. Recent developments for hypersonic flow simulations
NSMB code was from the start of its development designed for use for hypersonic applications (in par-
ticular re-entry space vehicles). NSMB includes different levels of chemistry modeling for Air, CO2 and N2.
Available models for air consider 5, 7, 11 or 13 chemical species, and a large number of non-equilibrium
chemistry models are available, among them the models of Park 1989,106 Park 1993,107 Park 2001,108 Gar-
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diner109 and Dunn and Kang110 are available. For all these models the equilibrium constants for the chemical
reactions are computed using the polynomials provided in the references.
Chemical equilibrium can be computed using polynomials (TGAS111 /VGAS112), or by calculating the chem-
ical composition for equilibrium.
Thermochemical non-equilibrium has been implemented using the Landau-Teller equation for the translational-
vibrational energy exchange with the relaxation time calculated using the semi empirical Millikan and White
formula. All these models are available for inviscid and viscous (both laminar and turbulent) flows.
Transport coefficients are computed using the Blottner model113 or the Gupta-Yos model.114
Different methods of catalytic wall boundary conditions have been implemented, including super catalytic
walls and partially catalytic walls.
NSMB includes an option to adapt the far field boundary to the bow shock. This option removes the
so-called carbuncle phenomenon introduced by the numerical scheme due to the non-alignment of the grid
with the bow shock. The bow shock adaption procedure requires a C-type of grid, and the shock should
be located in the blocks with a far-field boundary condition. During the solution process the position of
the shock on a grid line is determined using the Mach number as variable (other variables were used but
were less accurate or less robust). Once the shock position is known the far field boundary is moved along
the original grid line to a position near the shock location. Then grid lines are clustered around the shock
position, followed by a redistribution of the grid points on the remainder of the original grid line. In general
the grid needs to be adapted two to three times to obtain a stable shock position.
For capsule type geometries the bow shock grid adaption improves considerably the solution on the heat
shield, and in particular the heat flux. Figure 27 shows the Mach number contours in the symmetry plane
for the ARV capsule, and one clearly observes the improvement due to the grid adaptation.
Figure 27: Mach number contours symmetry plane ARV capsule at Mach = 1.47, left unadapted grid, right
adapted grid.
Figure 28 shows the heat flux contours on the heat shield for a chemical non-equilibrium calculation at
Mach = 25.1 for the original and adapted grid. One clearly observes the improvements in the heat flux due
to the adaption of the grid to the bow shock.
Roughness and blowing modeling was implemented in NSMB during the European Union funded project
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Figure 28: Mach numbers in the symmetry plane (top row) and heat flux on the heat shield (bottom row),
unadapted grid (left) and twice adapted grid (right). Earth Re-entry Vehicle at Mach = 25.1, h = 48 km,
chemical non-equilibrium simulation using a 13 species air model.
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RASTAS-SPEAR (Radiation-Shapes-Thermal Protection Investigations for High Speed Earth Re-entry),.4
For roughness modeling the so-called equivalent sand-grain approach is used, which consists of two steps. In
the first step the rough surface is reduced to an equivalent reference surface, in the second step the turbulence
model is modified to reproduce the effect of rough surfaces on the skin friction and heat transfer. Reviews
of surface roughness modeling can be found in.115–117 Both the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model61 and
the k − ω family of turbulence models66,67 were modified to account for rough walls.
Calculations were made for the Earth Re-entry Vehicle shown in Fig. 28 using the Spalart-Allmaras turbu-
lence model for a smooth wall for a rough wall using 2 roughness heights (250 and 500 µm). Figure 29 shows
the computed heat flux along the wall in the symmetry plane. No blowing was used for these calculations.
The computed results are compared with empirical correlations for a laminar flow118 and a turbulent flow.119
Roughness effect are taken into account in the empirical correlations using the formulation of Powars.120
Figure 29: Influence of surface roughness on the heat flux, Earth Re-entry Vehicle at Mach = 25.1, h =
48 km, chemical non-equilibrium calculation.
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As can be seen in Fig. 29, for a laminar flow the computed heat flux is in excellent agreement with the
heat flux obtained from empirical correlations. For a turbulent flow using the Spalart Allmaras turbulence
model the computed heat flux follows the laminar result until y = 0.23 m, indicating that the flow at the
nose is laminar and that transition to turbulence takes place further downstream. Once transition takes
place the heat flux increases rapidly. This increase in heat flux is faster and higher when using roughness
modeling. The turbulent correlations also assume a laminar flow at the nose (until y = 0.08 m), followed by
a turbulent flow further downstream.
Table 2 summarizes the increase in heat flux compared to a smooth wall at 4 different points.
Mid Sphere Sphere-Cone
Junction
Mid-cone Tore
Y = 0.1 m Y = 0.2 m Y = 0.37 m
Spalart Rough 1 5% 2% 25% 27%
Spalart Rough 2 5% 2% 71% 54%
Correlation Rough 1 21% 21% 20% 22%
Correlation Rough 2 39% 42% 41% 43%
Table 2: Influence roughness on computed heat fluxes.
In a recent project funded by the European Space Agency on Ablation modeling NSMB was coupled to
the Mutation++ library developed at the Von Karman Institute.121 This library is written in C++ and
designed to provide efficient algorithms for the computation of various properties important in the fields of
hypersonics and combustion Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) including:
• Thermodynamic Properties using
– The statistical mechanics approach using partition functions for the different energy modes of a
species. Rigid-Rotor and Harmonic Oscillator models have been implemented
– Multi-temperature lookup tables for high fidelity models based on quantum mechanics
– High fidelity curve fits, and in particular the NASA 7 and 9 coefficient polynomial data bases
• Multicomponent Transport Properties
– Use of collision integrals for each collision pair of species in the mixture
– Wilke, Gupta-Yos, Armaly-Sutton and Blottner mixture rules
– State of the art methods to solve the system, LDLT for direct solution and Conjugate-Gradient
for iterative solution
• Finite Rate Chemistry in Thermal Non-equilibrium
• A highly robust Multiphase Equilibrium solver (not used by NSMB).
In the next phase of the project an engineering model will be developed to account for both carbon-
based TPS ablation and catalysis. These models will be updated and refined using experiments carried out
at the Von Karman Institute in Belgium. Once this process is complete these models will be included in
Mutation++, and can then be used by the NSMB CFD code to perform CFD simulations of re-entry vehicles
using ablative TPS materials.
VIII. Conclusion
Since the last AIAA paper describing the NSMB solver1 , the NSMB developpers consortium has been
reduced but the development of the this code is still on-going and many major improvements have been
performed in the last few years : an fully automatic chimera method for moving bodies, an icing model,
many turbulence models for unsteady flows and new models for hypersonic flows. All these developments
have been successfully applied to various flow configuration allowing the NSMB solver to be one of the most
powerfull research CFD solver in Europe.
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